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Abstract Dynamic power management (DPM) in wireless sensor nodes is a well-known technique for reducing idle

energy consumption. DPM controls a node’s operating mode by dynamically toggling the on/off status of its units based

on predictions of event occurrences. However, since each mode change induces some overhead in its own right, guaranteeing

DPM’s efficiency is no mean feat in environments exhibiting non-determinism and uncertainty with unknown statistics. Our

solution suite in this paper, collectively referred to as cognitive power management (CPM), is a principled attempt toward

enabling DPM in statistically unknown settings and gives two different analytical guarantees. Our first design is based on

learning automata and guarantees better-than-pure-chance DPM in the face of non-stationary event processes. Our second

solution caters for an even more general setting in which event occurrences may take on an adversarial character. In this

case, we formulate the interaction of an individual mote with its environment in terms of a repeated zero-sum game in which

the node relies on a no-external-regret procedure to learn its mini-max strategies in an online fashion. We conduct numerical

experiments to measure the performance of our schemes in terms of network lifetime and event loss percentage.
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1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are comprised of

a typically large number of tiny sensor motes featuring

miniature units for sensing, processing and communi-

cating events of interest within their operating environ-

ment. Despite recent advancements in microelectronics

industry have significantly paved the way for the de-

velopment of low cost and low power motes, energy

consumption still poses a major challenge for enabling

more demanding WSN application scenarios. Indeed,

the WSN lifetime highly depends on the scheme used

for managing the power resources on individual motes

so that ideally all units on each mote remain opera-

tional for a long time. Design-time techniques for re-

ducing power consumption are typically hardcoded into

the mote’s operating system or are statically embed-

ded within its hardware components. However, the

real-world environments in which WSNs are deployed

hardly remain static for long durations, and characte-

ristically exhibit a time-varying nature. Hence, the ef-

ficient management of a mote’s limited energy in such

environments inevitably calls for a dynamic scheme to

supplement its static built-in power reduction mecha-

nism.

Dynamic power management (DPM) has been at

the forefront of research on WSNs for many years[1-5].

The basic idea is to adjust the nodes’ operational mode

in accordance with the intensity of the environmental or

networking events. In DPM schemes, the sensor mote

can operate in a number of power consumption modes.

Each mode corresponds to a different activation status

of the mote’s constituent units (e.g., sensing unit, pro-

cessing unit, transceiver unit). Decisions for transition-

ing from one mode to another are to be made dynami-

cally and whenever the node becomes idle. However,

the dynamic transitions between operational modes, in

turn, come at the expense of some overhead (e.g., due

to saving and restoring the status registers or various

circuitry start-ups). In fact, switching to a lower power

mode is profitable only if the next sensing event is un-

likely to happen very soon; otherwise, the transition

vesal
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overhead would outweigh the saving advantage of ope-

rating in low power, because the sensor mote has to

immediately switch back to high power mode to handle

the new event. Therefore, DPM schemes should take

into account the uncertainty associated with the occur-

rence of sensing events within the environment[1,3,5].

The majority of the existing schemes assume that the

spatiotemporal distribution of events is known as a pri-

ori for the environment under observation. Using this

distribution, the sensor mote’s decision problem is then

reduced to an offline prediction for the next event oc-

currence and to determine which operational status is

likely to bring about the most energy saving. Armed

with this perfect statistical knowledge, it would be pos-

sible to save power by transitioning into a deeper sleep

mode when it is expected that the subsequent event is

not due for quite a while or on the contrary, to stand

alert when the next event is likely to occur in imminent

future. There have also been a few studies[6] which

aim at deploying DPM in settings with unknown or

imperfect statistics; however, their results are bound

to restrictive assumptions on the nature of the uncer-

tainty underlying the WSN environment. For instance,

the work in [6] assumes that event occurrences are i.i.d.

and that Markov property holds for the probabilistic

evolution of the system parameters.

Our work in this article, on the other hand, is mo-

tivated by the need to realize DPM under more rea-

listic assumptions reflecting the conditions we are typi-

cally faced with in a real-world setting. In many in-

stances of real-life sensing problems, it is hard, if not im-

possible, to pre-characterize the event generation pro-

cess. Consider, for instance, temperature auditing in

some environment[7]. The workload for the sensor node

strongly depends on the stochastic dynamics of the heat

source affecting the monitored environment. It also de-

pends on the sensors’ locations and similar environmen-

tal conditions which are not known at design or fabri-

cation time. In these cases, the stochastic process de-

scribing the events is initially unknown. Even worse,

the workload is subject to large variations over time.

For instance, the temperature data drastically changes

with the time of the day or the day of the week. This

argument can be generalized into many sensing appli-

cations which are subject to the varying activity of the

monitored phenomena or the transitory nature of the

event source (in this case, the transient heat sources,

and different responses by thermal zones to thermal

conditioning system, etc.).

In our DPM solution in this paper, we generally hold

no prior beliefs about the environment’s behavior in

terms of the process it uses to control the sensing events

generation: it may be as naive as a stationary stochas-

tic process, or as complex as strategic decisions of an

adversary intending to maximize the overhead inflicted

upon the choices made by DPM. More specifically, we

seek to deploy distribution-free online decision making

mechanisms, using which the sensor motes would try to

learn and proactively adapt their transitions to different

power states. The merit of a distribution-free solution

lies in its robustness against model variation. In fact,

even if accurate statistical modeling of the environment

were possible, it generally requires rigorous analysis,

mathematical formulation, and validation. Moreover,

the model derived for a specific setting (e.g., tempera-

ture auditing) cannot be used in a general and broader

perspective.

We brand our proposed solution suite as cognitive

power management (CPM) featuring two principled

schemes for managing the motes’ power resources in

generalized environments. Our CPM schemes are essen-

tially online randomized algorithms which adaptively

update their decisions by exploiting the performance

histories associated with a mote’s previous transitions

to the available sleep modes; however, the type of ana-

lytical guarantees we seek to fulfill is different in each

scheme.

First, assuming that event occurrences follow a

general non-stationary stochastic process, we model

the CPM engine on each mote as an expedient linear-

reward-penalty (LRP) learning automaton operating

in an s-model environment[8]. The adaptation scheme

used by the automaton rapidly converges and guaran-

tees to outperform a pure chance strategy in the limit.

We numerically evaluate our learning automata-based

power management scheme (LAPM) through compre-

hensive simulations, and investigate its convergence be-

havior with different learning rates. In our second

scheme, we envisage the most general setting and aban-

don any assumption regarding the stochasticity of the

event generation process. Our goal in this extreme sce-

nario is to ensure a worst-case performance guarantee;

accordingly, to provide robustness against this more

general type of uncertainty, the interaction of the node

with its operating environment is formulated in terms

of a repeated zero-sum game, i.e., a purely adversa-

rial setting. In order to guarantee online convergence

to the mini-max strategies of the formulated game, we

then propose a hedge-based power management (HPM)

algorithm which is built on the notion of no-external-
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regret mechanism of the online-learning literature [9].

The results of the simulation experiments reveal that

our CPM suite of algorithms performs well in terms of

network lifetime and event loss percentage, while work-

ing without the luxury of prior statistical knowledge.

The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. In

Section 2, we briefly review the state-of-the-art power

management schemes for WSNs, and highlight their

limitations. Section 3 elaborates on the system model

as well as on the assumptions made for the purpose of

this research. Section 4 is devoted to the presentation

of our proposed algorithms for realizing cognitive power

management in WSNs. Section 5 shows the experimen-

tal results. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude the paper.

2 Related Work

The lifetime of a sensor network depends highly on

the specifics of the power consumption at each sensor

node. A more efficient power management results in a

longer network lifetime. Dynamic power management

aims to reduce power consumption without adversely

affecting the application’s requirements. The basic idea

is to shut down devices when not needed and wake them

up when necessary[1]. This can be challenging because

it is hard to predict when something is going to happen

in the future and components do not start instanta-

neously but require an activation time, which depends

on the components used. In the majority of the existing

power management schemes, only two power modes are

used in DPM (see [10] for a survey).

In the context of multi-mode DPMs, [1] is a pio-

neer work which provisions for dynamic transitions to

five operational modes for a sensor node. More specifi-

cally, in [1], the authors proposed an OS-directed power

management technique to improve the energy efficiency

of the sensor nodes. Given the fact that transitions

from an active to a sleep mode and vice versa have

some latency and energy overhead in their own right, a

threshold is computed for transitioning to each sleep

mode, depending on the expected event occurrence

time. When a node becomes idle, it switches to the low-

est possible power mode that the probability of event

occurrence during its corresponding threshold is neg-

ligible. The work in [3] comes up with more precise

computation of the thresholds in [1] by also accounting

for the energy expenditure due to awakening the sensor

node back to the active state.

In the majority of DPM schemes[1,3,5], the proba-

bility of event occurrences in the network is bound to

follow Poisson and exponential spatial and temporal

distributions, respectively. There exist other studies

like [11-15] which also assume a known environment

but the occurrence of events is not needed to necessa-

rily follow a Poisson or exponential distributions. For

instance, [11] models the power management problem

in a sensor node as an average reward Markov decision

process and solves it using dynamic programming. As

dynamic programming methods are model-based, they

need to have access to the complete knowledge of the

environment’s stochastic dynamics. In the same vein,

[13] presents a prediction-based dynamic energy mana-

gement method to predict the mobile target’s position

and implements an awakening mechanism which hinges

on Bayesian sampling estimations. As is well known,

Bayesian-based schemes are dependent on known ini-

tial priors. Hence, the work in [13] is again restricted

to statistically known environments.

In real operating environments, however, the distri-

bution of event occurrences is unknown. Attempts have

been made to implement DPM in statistically unknown

environments, but their results are bound to restrictive

assumptions on the nature of the uncertainty underly-

ing the environment. For instance, in [6], a reinforce-

ment learning-based solution is presented. It is model-

free and easily applicable in both single and multi-hop

scenarios. However, it is assumed in [6] that event oc-

currences are i.i.d. and that Markovian property holds

for the probabilistic evolution of the system parame-

ters. Moreover, given that [6] relies on R-learning for

the determination of optimal policies, its convergence

is not guaranteed theoretically[16].

The motivation for our work in this article is to rea-

lize dynamic power management for more realistic set-

tings. In effect, we aim at the most general case of DPM

in terms of the event generation process. Our solution

is particularly suited for scenarios where zero know-

ledge of the event distributions and network topology

is available. Event occurrences may follow an arbitrary

stochastic process, be it stationary, non-stationary or

even adversarial.

3 System Model and Assumptions

We assume that a typical WSN consists of nodes

with sensing, processing, memory, analog/digital (AD)

convertor, and transceiver units. Almost akin to the

model discussed in [1], each unit is assumed to be able

to operate in different power modes, e.g., the process-

ing unit can be in active, idle, or sleep modes; likewise,
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the transceiver module can be actively transmitting,

idly listening, or otherwise be completely powered down

(off). Thus, each sleep mode configuration for a given

sensor node corresponds to a particular combination of

power modes for its constituting units. Table 1 lists

five different states a node can operate in, according to

the directions given by its power management policy.

The operational meaning associated with each state is

as follows:

• Active : the node is busy processing an event, or

has just finished processing;

• Ready : in this state, the processor is kept on

standby so as to be “ready” in responding to a criti-

cal sensing/traffic event which is likely to occur pretty

soon;

• Monitor : only the sensing and receiver units

are left on to “monitor” ordinary sensing/traffic events

which are likely to occur in the node’s vicinity;

• Observe : in this state, the node senses its sur-

roundings without distributing its collected data to

other nodes and this provides the ability to aggregate

data locally over a time period;

• Deep Sleep : all modules are turned off since no

event is expected in the near future.

Table 1. Sensor Node Modes
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is the total power consumed when the transition deci-

sion has been made until the moment the node reverts

from si to the fully operational mode s0. We denote the

total energy consumption in this case by PwC1, and it

can be calculated by the following equation:

PwC1 =
[Pactive + Psleep,i]
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choice (see (2)) to obtain a continuous-valued environ-

mental response within the interval [0, 1]. The overall

setting would then comply with a standard LRP LA

interacting with an s-model environment[8].

Hence, we formalize our LA-based power manage-

ment (LAPM) solution by defining an sLRP LA in terms

of the quadruple (A,B, P, U):

• A = {si}
4
i=0 : the set of sleep modes;

• B = {b1, b2, . . .} : the set of environmental re-

sponses (normalized per-stage energy costs);

• P = {p (si)}
4
i=0 : a probability distribution over

action choices (the set of sleep modes);

• U : the sLRP update rule:

pn+1 (s) =



































pn (s) + α (1− bn (s)) (1− pn (s))−

αbn (s) pn (s) , if s = sn, (3)

pn (s)− α (1− bn (s)) (pn (s)) +

αbn (s)

(

1
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a distribution-free robust optimization perspective and

describe the interaction of a mote with its environment

as a repeated two-player zero-sum game. More specifi-

cally, we intend to come up with a decision making

scheme which is capable of performing optimally in a

DPM setting in which the event occurrence times may

take on an adversarial (worst-case) character. Accord-

ingly, the analytical guarantee we seek to fulfill would

be to converge, in an online fashion, to the mini-max

strategy of the mote in the formulated game, i.e., a

strategy which is guaranteed to minimize the cumu-

lative worst-case energy consumption of the mote in

the long run. To this end, we propose an online adap-

tive DPM scheme by resorting to the theoretical re-

sults in adversarial learning literature. In particular,

we build on the well-known Hedge algorithm for regret

minimization[9] which has been shown to converge to

a (possibly randomized) strategy corresponding to that

of the mini-max equilibria of a repeated zero-sum game.

Our power management scheme, referred to as Hedge-

based power management (HPM), is particularly suited

for zero-knowledge scenarios we deal with when sensor

motes are deployed in an unknown hostile environment.

In what follows, we first present our game-theoretic for-

mulation of the CPM problem in Subsection 4.2.1 and

then go on to describe the details of our HPM algorithm

in Subsection 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Repeated Zero-Sum Game Formulation

In the absence of any prior statistical knowledge,

we take on a robust optimization approach to the CPM

problem and formulate the interaction of a mote with

its environment in terms of a repeated zero-sum game.

Players. On one side of the game resides a sensor

mote as a decision making entity armed with an online

learning procedure and on the other side lies its adver-

sary, i.e., the unknown stochastic process governing the

sensing event generations within the environment.

Strategies. The action choices for a node are de-

noted by the set S = {si}i=0:4 of sleep modes. The

adversary’s action, on the other hand, is to determine

the occurrence time for the next sensing event. We de-

note the set of all possible adversarial outcomes by T

which is assumed to be a compact set. At stage n of the

CPM game, the occurrence time tne ∈ T corresponding

to the next event may follow an arbitrary stochastic

process, be it stationary, non-stationary or even adver-

sarial. We denote a randomized strategy of the sensor

node by p ∈ ∆(S), where ∆ (S) is the set of all proba-

bility distributions over the set S of actions. Likewise,

q ∈ ∆(T ) denotes the strategy used by the adversary

which is assumed to be a probability density function

over T .

Loss Functions. A sensor node’s loss can be

defined in terms of a vector-valued function ℓn =
[

PwC(si,t
n
e
)
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its alternative choices S\{sn}. Given that no a priori

knowledge is available regarding the decision rule used

by the adversary in the sensing environment, the sensor

node must rely on an online learning procedure which,

through repeated interactions, ultimately leads to the

emergence of its mini-max strategy in the CPM game.

It is a well-known theoretical result in the adversarial

learning literature that the adaptive schemes minimiz-

ing a specific measure of the repeated zero-sum game,

the so-called“external regret” criterion, are capable of

almost sure convergence to the mini-max strategies of

the play. The “external regret” criterion measures the

difference between the average loss actually experienced

by an online learning algorithm and the average loss

that would have been incurred by the player’s best fixed

choice in hindsight. Accordingly, a decision rule is “no-

regret” if, given the history of the play, its average loss

in the limit is no more than the average loss that would

have been incurred by each of its choices had they been

chosen constantly across the entire history of the game.

More formally, let Hn , Sn−1 × T n−1 be the set of

all play histories up until time n. In the n-th decision

period, the sensor node chooses the sleep mode sn ∈ S

according to the (mixed) strategy pn : Hn → ∆(S);

likewise, the adversary comes up with a te ∈ T fol-

lowing an unknown rule qn : Hn → ∆(T ). An online

learning algorithm has “no-external regret” if the stra-

tegy sequence p̂n prescribed by the algorithm satisfies

the following stochastic convergence condition:

lim
N→∞

sup
1
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Fig.4. HPM vs theoretical benchmark: cumulative power con-
sumption.

The next experiment is conducted to verify if the

theoretical expediency guarantee holds for our LAPM

algorithm. More specifically, we compare the LAPM’s

cumulative energy consumption with that resultant

from a pure-chance automaton. As shown in Fig.5, over

the course of a 50-second simulation period, LAPM out-

performs pure-chance automaton and hence the empiri-

cal results corroborate with the theoretical guarantee of

expediency.
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Fig.5. LAPM vs theoretical benchmark: cumulative power con-
sumption.

Figs.6 and 7 show how LAPM’s transient and

asymptotic behavior can be influenced by the values

of its learning rate parameter. Since LAPM makes

use of a constant learning rate, smaller values for this

parameter result in slower convergence, that is, power

consumption is relatively higher in early iterations due

to suboptimal choices made before the algorithm actu-

ally converges. However, once LAPM converges under a

smaller learning rate, its asymptotic performance would

excel its counterpart with a larger learning rate[20].
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Fig.7. LAPM’s cumulative power consumption with two learn-
ing rates.

Our last node-level experiment is dedicated to the

comparison of HPM and LAPM in terms of the per-

centage of event losses. As already discussed in Subsec-

tion 4.1, an event loss takes place only when a sensor

mode is in its deepest sleep mode and the next event

occurs before the wake-up timer fires. The results re-

ported in Table 6 are obtained from running these three

algorithms under identical simulation settings. As can

be seen, HPM’s conservative mini-max strategy turns

out to outperform its other two counterparts.

Table 6. Average Percentage of Missed Events
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5.2 Network-Wide Experiments

We have simulated a connected network of 100 ho-

mologous motes distributed uniformly across a square

area of 10 m×10 m. The sensing range for each mote

is assumed to be 1 m. Also, the nodes’ initial energy is

taken to be 1 J. In the simulated setting for this sub-

section, the spatial distribution of the sensing events

is again assumed to be non-stationary, following an

MMPP with intensity rates as listed in Table 5. De-

pending on the whereabouts of a given event, it may be

processed by one or more sensor nodes.

In the first experiment, the percentage of the nodes

alive in a network running HPM is compared against

the constant choice of s2 as the best fixed choice in hind-

sight. As demonstrated in Fig.8, HPM closely tracks s2
and in both cases, the first node dies out in the 1 000th

iteration. The next experiment is conducted to demon-

strate how HPM’s performance differs from the best

fixed choice with respect to the network-wide spatial

distribution of power consumption. As can be seen in

Fig.9, the discrepancy between HPM and its theoretical

benchmark is negligible.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel power manage-

ment solution for wireless sensor networks which is par-

ticularly suited for operation in unknown environments

with zero design-time knowledge. In particular, we

came up with two cognitive schemes which are built on

the theoretical results in stochastic and online learn-

ing literature. Our learning automata-based solution is

suited for non-stationary sensing environments, while

our no-external-regret scheme is specialized for adver-

sarial settings. Unlike prior art, our solutions can gua-

rantee reasonable performance in terms of power con-

sumption and event loss ratio even when no knowledge

is available regarding the spatiotemporal distribution of

event occurrences. Individual node-level and network-

wide experiments corroborated the theoretical results.

The minimal computational requirement of our pro-

posed schemes is also a merit when it comes to the

deployment in real life settings.
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